We report recent improvements to the Molecular Tagging Velocimetry and Thermometry (MTV&T) technique for the simultaneous measurements of velocity and temperature fields in fluid flows. Instead of using tiny particles, specially-designed phosphorescent molecules, which can be turned into long-lasting glowing molecules upon excitation by photons of appropriate wavelength, are used as tracers for both velocity and temperature measurements. A pulsed laser is used to "tag" the tracer molecules in the regions of interest, and the movements of the tagged molecules are imaged at two successive times within the photoluminescence lifetime of the tracer molecules. The measured Lagrangian displacement of the tagged molecules between the two image acquisitions provides the estimate of the fluid velocity vector. The simultaneous temperature measurement is achieved by taking advantage of the temperature dependence of phosphorescence lifetime, which is estimated from the intensity ratio of the tagged molecules in the two images. The implementation and application of the MTV&T technique are demonstrated by conducting simultaneous velocity and temperature measurements in the wake region of a heated circular cylinder and a transient electroosmotic flow (EOF) inside a microchannel.
I. Introduction
ELOCITY and temperature are the two most important parameters to study complex thermal-fluid problems. The simultaneous information revealed from velocity and temperature distributions could help us very much to improve our understanding about underlying physics of complex thermal-fluid phenomena, which, in turn, will greatly improve the performance of a large variety of heat-exchange devices used in our daily life.
Recent advances in computer technology and turbulence modeling have resulted in different computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes for various flows of practical interest. However, a general theory capable of predicting the behaviors of complex thermal flows with high heat fluxes and varying properties has not yet been established. Before computational methods can be applied with confidence to these thermal flows, they must be validated by comparing precise measurements of the turbulence characteristics of the flow velocity and temperature fields. Therefore, development of novel experimental techniques capable of simultaneously measuring whole-field velocity and temperature distributions is very important and essential for either optimum design of various heat-exchange devices or the development and validation of fundamental physical models.
There is an extensive body of literature on the measurements of either velocity components or temperature in many types of flows. Studies involving simultaneous velocity and temperature measurements are far less common in the literature. Earlier work about the simultaneous velocity and temperature measurement in thermal flows was conducted by using intrusive probes such as cold-wire sensors mounted on X-wire probes [1] [2] . The advent of optical diagnostics such as Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) and Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) has presented new opportunities for the non-intrusive simultaneous acquisition of velocity and temperature measurements at interested points [3] [4] . More recently, the advances in the development of whole-field flow diagnostic techniques such as Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) have led to efforts at obtaining simultaneous maps of velocity and temperature distributions by using a PIV-PLIF combined system [5] [6] [7] . By using Thermochromic Liquid Crystal (TLC) encapsulating micro-spheres as tracer particles, a Digital Particle Image Velocimetry/Thermometry (DPIV/T) technique has also been developed [8] [9] recently to measure velocity and temperature fields simultaneously in turbulent thermal flows.
It should be noted that all the optical velocimetry techniques mentioned above are particle-based velocimetry techniques, which measure the velocity of tracer particles, other than the velocity of working fluid directly. The velocity of the working fluid is deduced based on the assumption of that the tracer particles move with the same local velocity as the working fluid. The potential artifacts associated with the use of particles as tracers, such as the effects of inertia and buoyancy forces acting on the tracer particles, should be carefully considered for each experiment in order to make a physically meaningful measurement of fluid velocity. Even for the cases where tracer particles can track the flow perfectly, strong out-of-plane motions that bring tracer particles into and out of the laser sheet can affect the accuracy of in-plane velocity measurements in PIV 10 . For the temperature measurement with TLC micro-spheres [8] [9] or LIF dye infused particles 7 mentioned above, additional considerations are also required about the thermal responses of the particle tracers. Using molecules as diagnostic tracers is expected to significantly mitigate, and perhaps even eliminate, these artifacts or implications.
In the present paper, we report recent progress in the development of a molecule-based flow diagnostic technique, named as Molecular Tagging Velocimetry and Thermometry (MTV&T), for simultaneous measurements of velocity and temperature distributions in fluid flows. Instead of using tiny particles, the MTV&T technique uses specially-designed phosphorescent molecules as the tracers for both velocity and temperature measurements. The tracer molecules can be turned into long-lasting glowing tracers upon excitation by photons of an appropriate wavelength. The MTV&T technique is actually an extension of the Molecular Tagging Velocimetry (MTV) technique [11] [12] . While the MTV technique can measure flow velocity only, the MTV&T technique described in the present study can map fluid temperature distributions simultaneously in addition to whole-field velocity measurements. In the sections that follow, a brief overview of MTV is given along with more details of lifetimebased Molecular Tagging Thermometry (MTT) and the related properties of the phosphorescent tracer used. Demonstrations of the application of this molecular-based approach are provided by carrying out simultaneous measurements of the velocity and temperature fields in the wake of a heated cylinder and a transient electroosmotic flow (EOF) inside a microchannel.
II. Molecular Tagging Velocimetry and Themometry (MTV&T) technique

Phosphorescent Molecular Tracers
Supramolecules of phosphorescent triplex (1-BrNp⋅Gβ-CD⋅ROH) were used as the molecular tracers in the present study. The phosphorescent triplex (1-BrNp⋅Gβ-CD⋅ROH) is actually the mixture compound of three different chemicals, which are lumophore (indicated collectively by 1-BrNp), glucosyl-β-cyclodextrin (indicated collectively by Gβ-CD) and alcohols (indicated collectively by ROH). Upon the pulse excitation of a UV laser, the phosphorescence lifetime of the phosphorescent triplex (1-BrNp⋅Gβ-CD⋅ROH) molecules in an aqueous solution can be as long as 5ms at room temperature. Further information about the chemical and photoluminescent properties of the phosphorescent triplex (1-BrNp⋅Gβ-CD⋅ROH) is available at Ref. 13-14. Since the chemical composition of the phosphorescent triplex (1-BrNp⋅Gβ-CD⋅ROH) affects the intensity and lifetime of the phosphorescence emission significantly, we used a concentration of 2×10
BrNp and a concentration of 0.06 M for the alcohol (ROH) in the present study, as suggested by Gendrich et al.
11
.
Flow Velocity Measurement
The methodology of the MTV&T technique is actually an extension of Molecular Tagging Velocimetry (MTV) technique [11] [12] , which can be thought as the molecular counterpart of the Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV) technique for flow velocity field measurements. Compared with PIV, MTV offers advantages in situations in which the use of seed particles is either not desirable or may lead to complications. Figure 1 illustrates one implementation of the technique. A planar grid of intersecting laser beams, formed from a pulsed UV excimer laser (20 ns pulse, 308 nm wavelength), turns on the luminescence of the 1-BrNp⋅Gβ-CD⋅ROH supramolecules that are premixed in a water flow of a vortex ring approaching a solid wall at normal incidence 11 . The displacement of the tagged regions is determined, in this case, using a direct spatial correlation method. The conventional planar imaging shown in Figure  1 provides information on two components of the velocity vector, the projection onto the viewed plane. Stereo imaging can produce the complete three components of the velocity vector 15 . Various advances in MTV technique in terms of available molecular tracers, methods of tagging, detection/imaging and data processing can be found in several review articles [16] [17] [18] [19] , in addition to a special issue of Measurement Science and Technology on this topic 20 .
Tagging the molecular tracers along single or multiple parallel lines is perhaps the simplest method of tagging and has been utilized in a large fraction of studies to date. It is clear that line tagging allows the measurement of only one component of velocity, that normal to the tagged line. In addition, the estimate of this velocity component has an inherent error associated with it, which is connected with the ambiguity in the unique determination of the displacements of various portions of a (continuous) tagged line. This ambiguity can also cause significant errors in the temperature inferred from MTT in three-dimensional flows with non-uniform temperature field. In order to unambiguously measure two components of the velocity in a plane, the luminescence intensity field from a tagged region must have spatial gradients in two, preferably orthogonal, directions. For single-point velocimetry, this is easily achieved using a pair of crossing laser beams; a grid of intersecting laser lines allows multi-point velocity measurements as shown in Figure 1 . As already mentioned, stereo imaging would allow the recovery of the third, out-of-plane, velocity component as well 15 . In the original work of Gendrich et al. 11 , for each laser pulse the MTV image pairs were acquired by a pair of aligned image detectors viewing the same region in the flow. In the current work, the two detectors are replaced by a single intensified CCD camera (PCO DiCam-Pro) operating in the dual-frame mode, which allows the acquisition of two images of the tagged regions with a programmable time delay between them. The displacement of the tagged regions is determined by a direct digital spatial correlation technique 21 . A small window, referred to as the source window, is selected from a tagged region in the earlier image, and it is spatially correlated with a larger roam window in the second image. A well-defined correlation peak occurs at the location corresponding to the displacement of the tagged region by the flow; the displacement peak is located to sub-pixel accuracy using a multidimensional polynomial fit 21 . For velocity measurement, MTV utilizes the information about the spatial distribution of the photoluminescence of the tagged molecules within a region to determine the displacement and, therefore, the flow velocity in the tagged region. As described in the following section, monitoring the phosphorescence intensity decay rate (i.e. emission lifetime) within the tagged regions provides information on the fluid temperature within those regions simultaneously along with velocity information.
Flow Temperature Measurement
According to quantum theory 22 , the intensity of phosphorescence emission decays exponentially. For a dilute solution and unsaturated laser excitation, the collected phosphorescence signal (S p ) by using a gated imaging detector with integration starting at a delay time t o after the laser pulse and a gate period of t δ can be given by 
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where A is a parameter representing the detection collection efficiency, I i is the local incident laser intensity, C is the concentration of the phosphorescent dye (the tagged molecular tracer), ε is the absorption coefficient, and Φ p is the phosphorescence quantum efficiency. The emission lifetime τ refers to the time at which the intensity drops to 37% (i.e. 1/e) of the initial intensity.
In general, the absorption coefficient ε , quantum yield Φ p , and the emission lifetimeτ are temperature dependent 25 , resulting in a temperature-dependent phosphorescence signal (S p ). Thus, in principle, the collected phosphorescence signal (S p ) may be used to measure fluid temperature if the incident laser intensity and the concentration of the phosphorescent dye remain constant (or are known) in the region of interest. Actually, a thermometry method has been suggested by imaging the laser-induced phosphorescence intensity of 1-BrNp⋅Gβ-CD⋅ROH molecules 26 . The method is the phosphorescence version of the conventional LIF technique, where the acquired phosphorescence intensity is used directly to refer to fluid temperature. It should be noted that the collected phosphorescence signal (S p ) is also the function of incident laser intensity (I i ) and the concentration of the phosphorescent dye (C). Therefore, the spatial and temporal variations of the incident laser intensity and the nonuniformity of the phosphorescent dye in the region of interest would have to be corrected separately in order to derive quantitative temperature data from the acquired phosphorescence images. In practice, however, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to ensure a non-varying incident laser intensity distribution, especially for unsteady thermal flows with varying index of refraction. This will cause significant error in the fluid temperature measurements. To overcome this problem, Hu and Koochesfahani 23 have recently developed a novel lifetime-based thermometry that can eliminate the effects of incident laser intensity and concentration of phosphorescent dye on fluid temperature measurements.
Following is a brief description of the technical basis of the lifetime-based thermometry; further details are available at Ref. 23-24: As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the phosphorescence emission of the tagged molecular tracers is interrogated at two successive times after the same laser excitation pulse. The collected phosphorescence intensity in each of the acquired phosphorescence images can be expressed according to Eq. 1. The intensity ratio of the second image interrogation ( 2 P S ) to the first image From Eq. 2, it is evident that the intensity ratio of the two successive phosphorescence images is only the function of phosphorescence lifetime (τ ) and the parameters for image acquisition ( 1 t δ , 2 t δ and Δt). The effects of the incident laser intensity (I i ) and the non-uniformity of the phosphorescent dye concentration (e.g. due to photobleaching) are eliminated by taking the intensity ratio of the two phosphorescence images. For a fixed set of 
Laser excitation pulse A calibration procedure to obtain the quantitative relationship between the temperature and the phosphorescence lifetime of the phosphorescent triplex (1-BrNp⋅Gβ-CD⋅ROH) was conducted. Figure 3 depicts the measured phosphorescence intensity decay curves at several temperature levels. It can be seen that the phosphorescence intensity decay curves are very well approximated by single-exponential curves, as expected theoretically. Therefore, Eq. 3 can be used to calculate the phosphorescence lifetime of the phosphorescent triplex (1-BrNp⋅Gβ-CD⋅ROH). Figure 4 shows the calibration curve of the phosphorescence lifetime of the phosphorescent triplex (1-BrNp⋅Gβ-CD⋅ROH) changing with temperature. It can be seen that the phosphorescence lifetime of 1-BrNp•Mβ-CD•ROH varies significantly with temperature. The relative temperature sensitivity of the phosphorescence lifetime ranges between 5.0% per ºC at 20ºC to 20.0% per ºC degree at 50ºC. The temperature sensitivity is much higher than those of fluorescent dyes (such as Rhodamine B which is only about 2.0% per degree Celsius 27 ). Furthermore, since the intensity ratio R is also a function of the controllable parameters ( 1 t δ , 2 t δ and Δt) for the image acquisition according to Eq. 2, the sensitivity for temperature measurement can be further increased by adjusting these parameters. By adjusting the controllable parameters ( 1 t δ , 2 t δ and Δt ) for the image acquisition, Hu et al. 28 have recently reported a super-high temperature sensitivity (up to 18.2% per degree Celsius) that is nearly 10 times higher than most fluorescent dyes used for temperature measurements.
In summary, the MTV&T technique achieve the simultaneous measurements of velocity and temperature distributions in fluid flows by using a pulsed laser to "tag" the specially-designed tracer molecules in the regions of interest. The movements of the tagged tracer molecules are interrogated at two successive times within the photoluminescence emission lifetime of the tagged molecules. The measured Lagrangian displacement of the tagged molecules provides the estimate of the fluid velocity vector. The simultaneous temperature measurement is achieved by taking advantage of the temperature dependence of phosphorescence lifetime, which is estimated from the phosphorescence intensity ratio of the tagged molecules in the two images.
III. Application to the Wake of a Heated Cylinder
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the technique described above, MTV&T is applied to conduct simultaneous temperature and velocity measurements in the wake of a heated cylinder. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 5 
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American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 6 used to maintain a steady inflow condition during the experiment. The constant head tank was filled from the reserve tank by using an electric pump. A convergent section with honeycomb and mesh structures was used upstream of the test section to produce a uniform condition for the flow approaching the test cylinder. The velocity of the flow in the water channel was adjustable by operating the valve at the downstream end of the water channel. A copper tube with outer diameter of D = 4.76 mm and inner diameter of 4.00 mm was used as the test cylinder.
The cylinder was heated using a 3.1 mm diameter rod cartridge heater (Watlow Firerod) that was placed inside the copper tube. High thermal conductivity paste (OMEGATHERM 201) was pressed in to fill the gap between the rod cartridge heater and the inner wall of the copper tube. The rod cartridge heater was powered by a DC power supply (Kepco, BOP-200-2M). Two J-type thermocouples were embedded in the gap at the mid-span of the cylinder at two angular locations to provide the estimate of the cylinder temperature. The thermocouples were connected to a two-channel thermometer (Omega HH23), which had a resolution of ±0.1°C.
A grid of intersecting laser lines were used for molecular tagging. The 20ns, 150mJ/pulse rectangular beam from an Excimer UV laser (308nm wavelength) was manipulated by a set of cylindrical optics to increase its aspect ratio. The resulting laser sheet was split by a 50:50 beam splitter; each of the two resulting sheets passed through a beam blocker to generate the grid pattern. A 12-bit (1280 × 1024 pixels) gated intensified CCD camera (PCO DICAM-Pro) with a fast decay phosphor (P46) was used in the present study to conduct image recording. The camera was operated in the dual-frame mode, where two full-frame images of phosphorescence were acquired in quick succession from the same laser excitation pulse. For the results given in the present study, the first images were captured at the time delay of 1ms after the laser pulse with the interrogation gate period of 0.5ms. The second phosphorescence images were captured at the time delay of 6 ms after the laser excitation pulse with the same interrogation gate period. The laser and the camera were synchronized using a digital delay generator (SRS DDG535), which controlled the timing of the laser sheet illumination and the CCD camera data acquisition. The phosphorescence images captured by the CCD camera were subsequently transferred to a host computer for analysis.
In the present study, the heated cylinder was placed horizontally in the middle of the water channel, and the forced flow is vertically downward to approach the heated cylinder. Such arrangement makes the heated cylinder operates in a contra flow, i.e. the direction of the approaching forced flow opposes the direction of the buoyancy force acting on the fluids around the heated cylinder. The velocity of the approaching forced flow was measured at about 10 diameters upstream of the test cylinder, which is 0.0255 m/s ( ∞ U =0.0255 m/s). The temperature of the forced flow in the head tank was 24. 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 7 the heated cylinder. From the comparison of the two images it can be seen that the dark regions become more pronounced as the time delay between the laser pulse and phosphorescence acquisition increases. This is due to the fact that the warmer fluid has a shorter phosphorescence lifetime, resulting in a larger decay in emission intensity than that in the cooler ambient fluid.
The instantaneous velocity distribution can be derived from the image pair by measuring the displacements of the tagged regions using a spatial correlation approach 21 . A source (or interrogation) window size of 32 × 32 pixel (corresponding to a region 1.12mm × 1.12mm in physical space) was used in the present study, along with 50% overlap between consecutive windows. Figure 6(c) shows the instantaneous velocity distribution determined from the image pair. Note that velocity data are not available within the shadow regions caused by the cylinder blocking the laser light. The instantaneous velocity field shows a long re-circulation region downstream of the heated cylinder, extending to an X/D of about 3 in this realization, and unsteady shedding of vortex structures. These general features are similar to the case of unheated, isothermal, cylinder. By contrast, however, the time series of the measured instantaneous velocity fields indicates that the unsteady vortex structures shed periodically at a frequency of f ≈0.83 Hz, corresponding to a Strouhal number 155
for the present experimental condition. This value is noticeably smaller than the Strouhal number of about 0.176 found in the literature (also confirmed in our experiments, results not shown) for an unheated cylinder at the Reynolds number of 130 in this experiment. This is believed to be a buoyancy-induced effect; a systematic study of the influence of increasing Richardson number on vortex shedding is currently under way.
The image pair in Figure 6 (a) and 6(b) also allows the determination of the temperature distribution simultaneous with the velocity field already described. Consistent with the correlation method used for the measurement of the displacement of tagged regions, the same interrogation regions of 32 × 32 pixel in size were chosen in the first phosphorescence image to provide the average phosphorescence intensity 1 P S within those regions. The molecules tagged within each region convect to a new region in the second phosphorescence image according to their Lagrangian displacement by the flow over the time delay between the two images. This displacement field is, of course, the basis of measuring the velocity field with MTV and is already available from Figure 6 (c). The mass diffusion of tagged molecules out of interrogation windows is negligibly small (the mass diffusion length in this experiment is about 1/500 of the interrogation window size). Therefore, for each interrogation window in the first phosphorescence image, the position of the corresponding "displaced" window in the second phosphorescence image was determined based on the already measured velocity field, and this provided the corresponding average phosphorescence intensity 2 P S within each region. Note that the procedure here is a first order method that uses a linear displacement model consistent with small Lagrangian displacements (i.e. small time delay between images) and small distortion of the tagged regions due to velocity gradients. Once the average phosphorescence intensities, 1 P S and 2 P S , were determined for the corresponding regions in the two phosphorescence images, the phosphorescence lifetime was calculated based on Eq. 3, resulting in the measurement of temperature according to the lifetime-versus-temperature calibration curve in Figure 4 . The simultaneous temperature field derived from the phosphorescence image pair, which is shown in Fig. 6(d) , illustrates the instantaneous temperature distribution in the wake of the heated cylinder. The alternate shedding of "warm blobs" associated with the Karman vortices is clearly seen.
The mean velocity and temperature fields were calculated from 360 instantaneous measurements, and their overall distributions are shown in Figure 6 (e). As expected, a recirculation zone at the downstream of the heated cylinder is revealed clearly in the ensemble-averaged velocity field. The ensemble-averaged temperature field reveals that two high-temperature regions exist at the two sides of the wake region, which are corrsponding to the shedding paths of the "Karman" vortices and "warm blobs" revealed in the instantaneous measurement results.
Since the velocity and temperature fields were measured simultaneously, the correlation between the velocity and temperature fluctuations can be calculated to generate the distribution of the mean turbulent heat flux ' ' T u j , as shown in Figure 6 (f). The distribution of the mean turbulent heat flux vectors indicate how the heat flux was propagated in the wake of the heated cylinder. As shown in the figure, the structure of ' 'T u j in the near wake is dominated by two large counter-rotating vortex-like structures, which is almost symmetrical about the wake centerline. The counter-rotating vortex-like structures were found to be closely related to the appearances of the "Karman"vortex structures and "warm blobs" revealed in the above velocity and temperature measurement results. Therefore, the structures are believed to be the results of the large entrainment of the cold free stream fluid by the shedding of "Karman" vortices in the wake behind the heated cylinder. Based on the MTV&T measurements, a systematic study of the buoyancy effect on the wake instability behind a heated cylinder is currently under way. 
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IV. Application to an Electroosmotic Flow
Fluid transport through microchannels plays a significant role in a great number of emerging technologies such as micro-power generation, chemical separation, cell analysis, and biomedical diagnostics. A considerable amount of pressure difference may be required to drive fluid through a channel of tens of micron meters in size by using conventional pressure-driven technology. An alternative and efficient way of moving fluid within microchannels is through electroosmosis. Electroosmosis is the bulk movement of liquid relative to a stationary charged surface due to externally applied electrical field, which was first observed and reported about two centuries ago 29 . Most solid substance will acquire a relative electric charge (negative charge for fused-silica material such as glass) when in contact with an aqueous electrolytic solution, which, in turn, influences the charge distribution in the solution. Ions of opposite charge (counter-ions) to that of surface are attracted to the surface, and ions of the same charge (co-ions) are repelled from the surface as illustrated in Figure 7 . The net effect is the formation of a region close to the charged surface called electrical double layer (EDL) in which there is the an excess of counter-ions distributed in a diffusion manner. The charge distribution in the solution, therefore, falls from its maximum near the wall (which is usually termed as zeta potential) to a zero charge in the fluid core. The thickness of the EDL is characterized by Debye length, which is the wall-normal distance over which the net charge has decreased to 1/e (37%) of the surface charge 30 . The thickness of EDL (i.e. Debye length) can range from angstroms to nanometers depending on the electrolyte solution. When an electric field is applied parallel to the charged surface, the positively charged cations and solvent molecules strongly absorbed at the wall will remain stationary. However, the mobile cations in the EDL near the surface wall will migrate toward the cathode due to the excess charge in the layers. Through the action of viscous forces, the core fluid will be pulled towards the cathode as well. The resulting electroosmotic flow velocity, u eof , is given by the well-known Smoluchowski equation 30 u eof =ε r ε o ζV/(µL), where μ is the liquid viscosity, ε o the permittivity of vacuum, ε r the relative permittivity, ζ the zeta potential, V the applied voltage, and L the length over which the voltage is applied.
(a). Ion distribution (b). electric charge distribution (c). electroosmotic flow Figure 7. Schematic of electroosmotic flow
Joule heating is the inherent by-product of the electric work in electroosmotic flows. The heat is generated by ohmic resistance of the electrolyte solution due to the passing electrical current. From the microscopic viewpoint, the frequent collision of migrated ions and solvent molecules convert some of the kinetic energy done by the electric field into the heat. This scenario is similar to the electrons moving through metal atoms. This internal heat source not only elevates the absolute fluid temperature but also generates temperature gradients in the microchannels [31] [32] , the flow behavior is therefore strongly affected. The effects of Joule heating can compromise the performances of microfluidics or "lab-on-a-chip" devices by increasing dispersion in electrokinetic separation and inducing temperature sensitive chemical reactions [31] [32] . Joule heating can also cause local liquid boiling in microfluidics, sometimes even to the point of destroying microchips 33 . As a consequence, Joule heating and micro-scale heat transfer in electrokinetically-driven microfluidics has attracted much attention in recent years.
The inherent nature of the coupling of Joule heating to electroosmotic flows requires simultaneous information on electroosmotic velocity and fluid temperature in order to elucidate the underlying physics and thus further our understanding about Joule heating and micro-scale heat transfer process in microfluidics. Although several advanced flow diagnostic techniques, which include μ-PIV
34
, microscopic caged-dye imaging 35 , photobleach imaging 36 , and µ-LIF 37 , have been developed for in-situ measurements in microflows, none of these techniques is capable of simultaneously measuring "in-channel" flow velocity and fluid temperature in microflows. By using the MTV&T technique described above, Lum et al. 38 have recently achieved simultaneous measurements of "in-channel" electroosmotic velocity and fluid temperature in an electroosmotic flow inside a microchannel. 
V. Conclusion
A completely molecule-based method, named Molecular Tagging Velocimetry and Thermometry (MTV&T) technique, was presented for the simultaneous whole-field mapping of velocity and temperature fields in fluid flows. The method uses a molecular tagging approach that combines molecular tagging velocimetry (MTV) with molecular tagging thermometry (MTT), and because of its molecular nature it eliminates issues such as the tracking of the flow by seed particles. The water-soluble phosphorescent triplex, 1-BrNp•Mβ-CD•ROH, was used as a tracer for both velocity and temperature measurements. A pulsed laser was used to "tag" the molecules in the regions of interest. The long-lived photoluminescence of the tagged molecules were imaged at two successive times after the same laser excitation pulse. The displacement of the tagged molecules between the two images provides the estimation of flow velocity. The phosphorescence intensity decay rate (i.e. phosphorescence lifetime) of the tagged tracer molecules is used to determine the fluid temperature through the temperature dependence of phosphorescence lifetime. The implementation of the MTV&T technique is demonstrated by its applications to study the wake behavior behind a heated cylinder and the transient behavior of an electroosmotic flow inside a microchannel. The measurements demonstrate that MTV&T can be a viable tool for simultaneous mapping of velocity and temperature fields in fluids flows.
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